Transcript

((L-CD 2/1)) 2  Jay and Shahid

Jay: Hey, Shahid, listen. Dave and Luke are very cool friends and …
Jay: What do you mean – the trick with my rap in the recording studio? That’s old, Shahid. Luke’s OK now. He’s fun! – And now I know lots of things about Greenwich – like all the best places to have fun.
Shahid: Sounds good. Tell me.
Jay: Well, Greenwich Park isn’t so big, but it’s great for volleyball. And at the Royal Observatory you can see the line for Greenwich Mean Time.
Shahid: Yes, GMT.
Jay: Yeah. And there’s a foot tunnel under the Thames here too, you know. It goes under the river!!! It starts at Arches Leisure Centre.
Shahid: What can you do there?
Jay: They’ve got cool water slides.
Shahid: Water slides? Now that’s an action activity. Forget the Royal Observatory! – What else do Luke and Dave know?
Jay: There’s Cutty Sark too.
Shahid: Oh, forget it. That’s a museum.
Jay: No, it isn’t a museum. It’s a ship and people can visit it for free. – Hm, what else can I tell you? Oh yes, Mudchute Farm is in Greenwich.
Shahid: A farm? In Greenwich? I don’t believe it.
Jay: That’s what’s so cool about Mudchute: It’s a farm with lots of animals in the centre of Greenwich.